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Get our free
Tsiyon Road app!
~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

Join us this Sabbath for our Cities of Refuge Midrash!

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

TSIYON NEWS

View this video Online to learn more about our upcoming Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Live Seminar Coming up this September, on Succot.
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From Eliyahu
Hello Friends,
Special greetings to all of our new friends who signed up this week at the website! We are so glad to have you with us!
It has been exciting this week seeing old friends and new signing in at our website, so they can participate in our live Daniel Seminar this Succot
(Feast of Tabernacles). Many are telling their friends about it, so they can enjoy the seminar too. Some just forward our newsletter to friends, which
works too. Keep it up! We want as many as possible to get in on our live stream for this important event.
At times our website has been a bit slow to respond this week because of a high level of traffic. In fact, our server CPU has been working at over 90%
capacity at peek! Please don't let this discourage you from visiting us. We have taken steps to address this additional traffic load and the site is now
working much more efficiently.
Techie Success!
This week Mike has been working with Dawn to solve technical issues to bring the live Daniel Seminar to you at our Tsiyon Tabernacle member site.
After solving technical issues a live stream test was conducted. We were delighted with the results! Our live stream looks and sounds great on every
device we tested on, from computers to smart-phones, proving to us that we have the technology working and ready for this premiere Tsiyon event.
I've got to tell you, just doing the test got all of us here at Tsiyon really jazzed! Just the thought of Tsiyon members from around the world all present
for the same event in real time - wow - that's amazing!
Non-English and Hearing-impaired Solutions
Dawn got thinking about how to make the best use of this global reach. She was thinking about people from many nations who are not primarily
English speakers. Also hearing-impaired people. This led her into considering closed captioning. She decided to try it out on the video above that tells
everyone about the Daniel Seminar. This is an option you can click after the video starts. It is a little "CC" at the bottom right of the video display
space. When you click it, subtitles appear on the video in English or any of the fifteen or so languages you can choose from. To make that work she
transcribed the entire video and added the transcription to the closed captioning feature. This is now enabled for that video. In fact, we would like to
get some feedback from folks who can use it to know how well it is working.
The languages included with the Beasts of Daniel Surfacing YouTube video include: English (close captioning), as well as subtitles for:
Chinese, Filipino, French, German, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Slovak, and Spanish.
Also, we have the ability to add subtitles via Google Translate for any of the other languages currently available via Google Translate if requested, so
if you want a language not on the current CC list, please let us know.
Mikveh Madness
Shelia, Jake, Abby, Jude, Solomon and Emily finished up the week with a bang. You may remember that we dedicated our Tsiyon Tabernacle Mikveh
this summer. Here is the video for that, in case you missed it:

Tsiyon Mikvah Dedication 2015

Well, a few days after the dedication we learned that our Mikveh building needed some upgrades. The decks surrounding the Mikveh were originally
built to a standard for regular use, but they weren't heavy-duty enough to support the Mikveh load especially for large crowds - and we envision large
crowds! Our team emptied the Mikveh and reinforced the support structure of the building. In fact, the deck boards were removed and then the entire
support structure under the decking was dramatically beefed up! I'm talking concrete and lots of it. It has taken since a few days after the Dedication
until now to complete all of this work under the surface, but we have no doubt about the ability of that building to safely hold a full capacity of
people. Our team, listed above, worked through the summer heat (over 100 degrees most days) to get this project done. Just yesterday they were
putting the water back in the Mikveh. There are still some relatively minor things needed to finish up the job, but other than that, it is essentially done.
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I am personally impressed by the concern for the safety of our folks that has motivated our named team members to persist in this difficult job
through the heat of the summer and I wanted you to know how much our Tsiyon Team really cares about all of you.
Getting Ready
In case you are new here, I'm wanting you to understand why our Tsiyon Team has banded together to do all of these things. YHWH has moved us!
It has to do with the times. There is an urgency. We are at a tipping point right now. We feel it and we are responding to it. We know a lot of folks are
anxious and confused, including believers. There are so many voices out there. It can be really confusing. Like you, we see a lot of slick marketing
out there from people trying to capitalize on the chaos. The truth is, many of those people run circles around us in the technology and marketing
departments. We are working hard to close the technology gap, and we are making progress, but it is just a fact that the technology is only a means to
an end for us - the technology is not the message.
Some others are far ahead of us at mastering the technology. So what do we have that they don't have? Very simple. We know the answer. I'm talking
about the specific answer for these times. Messiah gave us the answer. That is why we have been consistently working on all of this, often swimming
against the tide. Unlike those who are concerned above all with building a following, we don't just tell people what they want to hear. We know the
truth and we know we have an obligation to speak it, whether it is popular or not. We know we can point the way through the darkness that is
descending upon the earth, because that has been given to us as a Divine gift.
This Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Live Seminar is our opportunity to show you some of what has been given to us. This will be presented over multiple
days. Please join us for all of it. We are at a tipping point where everything in the world is changing. This will help you to understand what is going
on and why, and will make the right direction really clear.
Tell your friends about it, and be sure to tell them it is absolutely free. In this case that does not mean absolutely worthless. In fact, this seminar will
include hours of in-depth material, some of it truly astonishing. Whatever you do, don't miss this.
Praises to the King.
Blessings and Shalom,

Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org

Our New War on the Saints 2-DVD Set is available!

Every Bible-Believing person needs this information!
The world has just shifted under our feet. There is an intention to vilify us and what we believe, and to use this as a weapon against us. This DVD Set
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will help Bible-believers of all stripes understand what is really going on, so we can all be prepared for the road ahead. Have this War On The Saints 2
DVD Set available in your home to watch and discuss with other believers you care about.

Your thoughtful offering helps Tsiyon in our mission.
Receive this DVD set as our "thank you" upon sending your offering to Tsiyon!
Please make offering checks to:
Include your name and shipping address
Ask for "War on the Saints DVDs"

"Tsiyon" A130-425
5701 W Slaughter LN
Austin, TX, USA, 78749

Also, please help us get this information out by sending this newsletter to a friend.

Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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